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Call for Papers September 2013 Issue
Journal’s Aim and Scope
------------------------------The SEIJ is intended to be a primary source of
research and development on software engineering
and all areas of software engineering. The issue will
appear in September 2013 and intends to include
high quality and original research in the various
disciplines of software engineering. Areas covered
by the journal include:
• Software quality and metrics
• Software testing, verification and validation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software requirement engineering
Software modeling, design and programming
Software reliability, maintenance, security
and evolution
Software project management including
effort estimation, cost models and schedule
Empirical studies covering all aspects of
software engineering
Method engineering
Software reengineering
Component based software engineering
including specification, architecture, design
and verification of component models.

The journal welcomes and encourages submissions
within the scope of the journal. The ideas must be
important, thoroughly analyzed or empirically
validated that must add value addition to software
engineering research and practices.
Types of Manuscripts
--------------------------1. Research papers: Papers concerning
original research and new ideas in the areas
of software engineering

2. Illustrative case studies: The research
papers that illustrate and address challenges
in software engineering through current
literature and illustration of solution to the
problem along with the results.
3. Practical experience reports: The journal
will seek practical experience reports from
practitioners. This includes the results of the
application of software techniques (methods,
procedures, tools, processes) and their
effectiveness.
4. Survey papers: Topical surveys including
detailed state-of-art and bibliography.
5. Short papers: These papers must consist of
new original ideas.
Submission Information
-----------------------------All manuscripts should be submitted in the journal’s
submission format. The submission instructions
must be followed given on this site. Manuscripts
must not have been published previously and not
currently submitted or under consideration by
some other journals/conferences. Only original
research papers will be accepted for publication.
The manuscripts may vary from 15-30 pages.
Important dates
-------------------Deadline for submission: 30 June, 2013
Publication of issue: Expected September, 2013
For any queries contact the executive editor:
Dr. Ruchika Malhotra
Phone: 91-9910290445
Email: ruchikamalhotra2004@yahoo.com

